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This paper is concerned with the oscillatory behavior of a linear difference
system, either autonomous or nonautonomous. Criteria for oscillations are ob-
tained in a way that is either dependent on or independent of the delays. The
structure of the family of delays for which the system exhibits an oscillatory
behavior is also analyzed. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Denoting by R n=n the Banach space of all n-by-n real matrices, with an
5 5arbitrary norm, ? , we shall consider the linear delay difference system
p
x t s A t x t y r , 1 .  .  . . j j
js1
 . n  . w wwhere x t g R , the A t are continuous functions in 0, q` withj
values in R n=n, and the r are strictly positive real numbers such that thej
 .p-tuple r s r , . . . , r is in the set1 p
p  4D s r , . . . , r g R : r / r , j, k g 1, . . . , p . . 41 p q j k
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< < n  4For any norm, ? , in R and with R s max r , . . . , r , a continuous1 p
w w n  .  .   .  ..Tsolution x : yR, q` ª R of 1 , x t s x t , . . . , x t is said to be1 n
 .oscillatory if every component, x t , i s 1, . . . , n, has arbitrary large zeros.i
 4A solution is then nonoscillatory if there exists i g 1, . . . , n and a real
<  . <value t G 0, such that x t ) 0 for every t G t . Whenever all solutions0 i 0
 .  .of the system 1 are oscillatory, we will say that 1 is totally oscillatory.
 .  .When 1 is totally oscillatory for every r g D, system 1 will be said to be
totally oscillatory globally in the delays.
 .The main objective of this paper is to investigate when the system 1
has these properties. First, we discuss in Section 2 the autonomous case,
that is, the system
p
x t s A x t y r . 2 .  . . j j
js1
For both kinds of oscillatory behavior, several necessary and sufficient
 .conditions will be given, when the A j s 1, . . . , p are in certain classesj
of matrices. For general matrices, we will provide, by use of logarithmic
 .norms, some sufficient conditions on the A j s 1, . . . , p which implyj
 .that 2 is totally oscillatory for a specific family of delays and globally in
the delays.
 .In Section 3, we show that when the matrix valued functions A tj
 . w wj s 1, . . . , p are bounded on 0, q` , the totally oscillatory behavior of
 .the nonautonomous system 1 can be inferred from the identical property
of some autonomous systems. The scalar case in particular is analyzed.
n=n  .  .For any matrix B g R , by s B we denote its spectrum, by r B its
 .   .4spectral radius, and by s B s max Re z : z g s B its real spectral upper
bound; B* will denote the transpose matrix of B. Whenever all of the
 .elements of B are nonnegative positive real numbers, we call B a
 .nonnegati¨ e positi¨ e matrix; when only all of its off-diagonal entries are
w xnonnegative, we say that B is an essentially nonnegati¨ e matrix. B s bik
 .i, k s 1, . . . , n is said to be an irreducible matrix if for each subset
 4  4S ; 1, . . . , n there exists an i g S and a k g 1, . . . , n _ S such that
b / 0.i k
2. AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
w x  .According to 1 , system 2 is totally oscillatory if and only if the
characteristic equation
det I y A l s 0 3 .  .
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has no real roots, where
p
yl r jA l s e A ; 4 .  . j
js1
this is equivalent to saying that, for every real l,
1 f s A l . 5 .  . .
w xIn 3 , the characteristic equation is considered in a different perspec-
 .tive, through the expansion of the determinant in 3 into an exponential
polynomial of the type
N
yl m ?rj1 y a e , 6 . j
js1
where for j s 1, . . . , N, the a are nonzero real numbers, the m arej j
nonzero p-tuples of nonnegative integers, and m ? r denotes the usualj
 .inner product between m and r s r , . . . , r g D. In this section, wej 1 p
 .want to discuss which sort of matrices can make 2 totally oscillatory.
Starting with the one delay case,
x t s Ax t y r r ) 0 , 7 .  .  .  .
we can state:
 .  . x wTHEOREM 1. System 7 is totally oscillatory if and only if s A l 0, q`
is empty.
 . yl r   .. yl r  .Proof. In fact, as A l s e A, we have s A l s e s A , and so,
 . lr  .  .in this case, 5 is equivalent to having e f s A . Then 7 is totally
lr  .oscillatory if and only if e f s A , for every real l, that is, if and only if
A has no real positive eigenvalue.
Remark 1. When A is either symmetric or essentially nonnegative,
 .  .  .then the value s A g s A , and by consequence, 7 is totally oscillatory
 .if and only if s A F 0.
By continuous dependence of the spectrum with respect to parameters,
 .condition 5 can be handled in a suitable manner when, for every real l,
  ..the spectral set s A l is dominated by a real eigenvalue, that is, when
the assumption
s l s s A l g s A l , 8 .  .  .  . .  .
is fulfilled for every real l. For this reason, we notice that, for example,
  4.  .when each A j g 1, . . . , p is symmetric, so is A l , for every real l,j
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 .   4.and consequently 8 is satisfied. If each A j g 1, . . . , p is essentiallyj
 .nonnegative, the same happens to A l , whatever l, real, may be. These
 w x.matrices verify a Perron]Frobenius-type property see 6, Chapter 8 ,
 .which implies 8 .
THEOREM 2. If
s l - 1, for e¨ery real l, .
 .then system 2 is totally oscillatory.
 .  .Under assumption 8 this condition is also necessary; moreo¨er, if 2 is
 .totally oscillatory and R s r , then s A F 0.m m
 .  .Proof. Independently of condition 8 , if s l - 1 for every real l, then
 .5 is obviously satisfied.
Conversely, first observe that
p p
yl r yl rj j 5 5s l F e A F e A , 9 .  . j j
js1 js1
 .which implies that s l ª 0, as l ª q`.
 .  .Suppose that 8 is satisfied and 2 is totally oscillatory. Therefore if for
 .some l it is s l G 1, by continuity we can conclude that there exists a0 0
 .  .real l G l , such that s l s 1, which contradicts 5 . On the other1 0 1
hand, from
s l s s eyl rm A q el rmyr j.A . m j / /
j/m
s eyl rm s A q el rmyr j.A ,m j /
j/m
 .  .if s A ) 0, we have that s l ª q`, as l ª y`, and a contradictionm
is again obtained.
 .Remark 2. Assume that R s r and s A - 0. Then the functionm m
 .s l attains an absolute maximum at some real j , since it becomes upper
 .  .bounded in the real line. Thus under 8 , we can conclude that 2 is totally
 .oscillatory if and only s j - 1.
Remark 3. If the matrix A of the theorem is either nonnegative andm
irreducible or positive, then by the Perron]Frobenius Theorem, its spec-
 .tral radius, r A , is a positive eigenvalue of A and so, in such a case,m m
 .2 has always at least a nonoscillatory solution. The same happens when
A is a positive definite matrix, since then all of its eigenvalues arem
positive.
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 .Remark 4. Observe that the second inequality of 9 implies that
det I y A l ª 1, .
 .as l ª q`, and so condition 5 is equivalent to
det I y A l ) 0 for every real l. 10 .  .
As an immediate consequence of the preceding theorem, we obtain the
 .following necessary condition for 2 to be totally oscillatory globally in the
delays.
 .  .THEOREM 3. Under assumption 8 , if 2 is totally oscillatory globally in
the delays, then
 4s A F 0 for all m g 1, . . . , p . 11 .  .m
 4Proof. In fact, for each m g 1, . . . , p , take r g D in such a manner
 .that R s r . Then by Theorem 2 we must have s A F 0.m m
 .However, this condition is not sufficient to guarantee that 2 exhibits a
totally oscillatory behaviour globally in the delays, as is shown in the
following counterexample.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the equation
x t s Ax t y r q Bx t y r , .  .  .1 2
where A and B are the following essentially nonnegative matrices:
y1 3 y1 0A s , B s .
0 y1 3 y1
 .  .We have s A s s B s y1. However, the equation is not totally oscilla-
 .  .  yl r1tory for any pair of delays r s r , r , since we have s l s s e A q1 2
yl r2 .  .  .e B , such that s 0 s s A q B s 1.
 .Condition 8 does not seem to play an important role in the possibility
 .  .that 11 is a sufficient condition for system 2 to be totally oscillatory
globally in the delays, as can be seen in the following example.
  4.EXAMPLE 2. If each A j g 1, . . . , p is skew-symmetric, the samej
 .   ..happens to A l , for every real l. Since in such a case s A l is
 .   4.contained in the imaginary axis jointly with s A j g 1, . . . , p , wej
 .  .have condition 11 satisfied and the corresponding system 2 totally
 .oscillatory globally in the delays, independently of 8 being fulfilled or not.
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Notice that whenever the inequality
p p
yl r yl rj js e A F e s A 12 . . j j /
js1 js1
 .holds, for every real l, we may obviously conclude that 11 implies that
 .2 is totally oscillatory globally in the delays. This is the case in the
example before, since from
p
yl r js e A s s A s ??? s s A s 0, .  . j 1 p /
js1
 .the inequality is trivially verified, as well as condition 11 .
 .However, inequality 12 is not verified in Example 1. But we have it
satisfied in the following relevant circumstances.
  4.  .Let each A j g 1, . . . , p be symmetric. Since then A l is alsoj
 w x.symmetric, for every real l, a Weyl's inequality see 6 establishes that
p p p
yl r yl r yl rj j js A l s s e A F s e A s e s A . . .  . .  j j j /
js1 js1 js1
  4.If the matrices A j g 1, . . . , p are mutually commutative, that is,j
 4A A s A A , for every j, k g 1, . . . , p , one has thatj k k j
p p p
yl r yl r yl rj j js e A ; s e A s e s A , . .  j j j /
js1 js1 js1
 .and so inequality 12 is verified as well in such a case.
Then by the first part of Theorem 2, the following holds.
  4.THEOREM 4. If the matrices A j g 1, . . . , p are either symmetric orj
 .mutually commutati¨ e, system 2 is totally oscillatory globally in the delays,
 .pro¨iding that condition 11 is fulfilled.
As a consequence of both Theorems 3 and 4, we have the following
corollary.
COROLLARY 1. Let at least one of the following conditions be satisfied:
 .  4i A is symmetric, for all j g 1, . . . , p ;j
 .  4ii for each j g 1, . . . , p , A is essentially nonnegati¨ e and A A sj j k
 4A A , for e¨ery j, k g 1, . . . , p .k j
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 .Then 2 is totally oscillatory globally in the delays if and only if
 4s A F 0 for all j g 1, . . . , p . 13 . .j
 .  .Remark 5. Whenever inequality 12 is verified, system 2 becomes
obviously totally oscillatory if
p
yl r je s A - 1, for e¨ery real l. . j
js1
For p ) 1, this sum, by separation of the positive and the negative terms,
can be rewritten as
p pp 1 2
yl r yl r yl rÃ Äj i kÃ Äe s A s e s A q e s A , .  .  .  j i k
js1 is1 ks1
Ãwhere p q p s p, A denote the matrices A having negative spectral1 2 i j
Ã Ä  . .upper bound s A - 0, i s 1, . . . , p and A those with positive spectrali 1 k
Ä  . .upper bound s A ) 0, k s 1, . . . , p . Assuming 0 - r - ??? - r ,Ã Ãk 2 1 p1w x0 - r - ??? - r and r ) r , then as in 3, Theorem 3 we can con-Ä Ä Ã Ä1 p p p1 1 2
 .clude that 2 is totally oscillatory if
r rrÄ Ãk p1p2 Äs A rÄ .  .k k r yr rrÃ Ä Ãp k p1 1r y r - 1.Ã Ä . p k1 /r ÃÃ < <s Apks1  /1 p1
w xConditions of this kind are obtained in 4 , for the discretized scalar case
with integer delays.
 .The dependence of the totally oscillatory behavior of system 2 in terms
of the families of delays r g D is a consequence of the topological
structure of the set
K s r g D : 1 f s A l, r , for every l g R , 4 . .
 .where the matrix A l is now specified as
p
yl r jA l, r s e A , .  j
js1
to evidence its dependence on the family of delays r.
In the case of Theorem 4 we have K s D, but in Example 1 K is empty.
 .  .However, if K / B, from the relation A l, g r s A gl, r , for any num-
ber g , we can conclude that, for every real positive g , r g K « g r g K.
This means that K has a cone property.
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THEOREM 5. K is open.
Proof. Assume that there exists a sequence r in D, converging tok
w xr g K, such that r f K. It is stated in 2 that0 k
Z r s l g R : det I y A l, r s 0 ; a r , b r , 4 .  .  .  .
 .  .where a r and b r are continuous functions of r g D, and consequently
 . w xwe have that Z r ; ya, a , for some real value a ) 0. Therefore, ifk
 .l g Z r , we may conclude, without loss of generality, that l convergesk k k
w x  .  . n=nto some l g ya, a and as A l , r ª A l , r in R , we have that0 k k 0 0
w  .xdet I y A l , r s 0, which is a contradiction. Then K is open.0 0
The preceding results, relative to a particular kind of matrix, can be
extended, in a weaker sense, to general matrices, through the use of what
are usually referred to as matrix measures, or logarithmic norms of a
5 5 n=nmatrix, which are defined as follows. For a given norm ? in R , we
define a corresponding matrix measure m : R n=n ª R as
5 5I q « B y 1
m B s lim , .
q ««ª0
w x  . n=nwhere B s b i, k s 1, . . . , n is a matrix in R and I is the identityi k
matrix.
Different norms in R n=n give rise to different matrix measures. How-
ever, independently of the considered norm, a matrix measure always has
 w x.the following properties see 8 :
 . 5 5  . 5 5I y B F m B F B .
 .  . w  .  .xII Res B ; ym yB , m B .
 .  .  .  .  n=n.III m B q B F m B q m B B , B g R .1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .IV m g B F gm B , for every g G 0.
< < n n=nAs is well known, a given norm, ? , in R induces a norm in R
through the relation
5 5 < < < < n=n 4B s max Bu : u F 1 B g R . .
The norms in R n,
n
< < < < < < < <u s max u : i s 1, . . . , n and u s u u s u , . . . , u , 4  . .` 1i i 1 n
is1
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induce, respectively, the following norms in R n=n:
n
5 5 < <B s max b : i s 1, . . . , n ,` i k 5
ks1
n
5 5 < <B s max b : k s 1, . . . , n .1 i k 5
is1
For these norms in R n=n, the corresponding matrix measures are, respec-
tively,
< <m B s max b q b : i s 1, . . . , n , . ` i i i k 5
k/i
< <m B s max b q b : k s 1, . . . , n . . 1 k k ik 5
i/k
For the Euclidean norm in R n,
1r2n
2 1r2< < < <  :u s u s u , u , u s u , . . . , u , .2 i 1 n /
js1
 : nwhere by ? ,? we denote the usual inner product in R , the correspond-
ing induced norm in R n=n can be defined as
1r25 5B s s B*B , . .2
 .where the largest eigenvalue, s B*B , of the positive definite matrix B*B
corresponds to the largest single value of the matrix B. The matrix
measure associated with this norm is explicitly given by
B q B*
m B s s . .2  /2
 .The fact that m B is an eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix enables us to2
add the following particular properties to this matrix measure:
 .  .V m B is a continuous function of B.2
 .  .  : < < 4VI m B s max Bu, u : u s 1 .22
 .  .  .VII If B is symmetric, then m B s s B .2
Considering a general matrix measure, m, in R n=n, and the function
m l s m A l , .  . .
we have the following statement.
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THEOREM 6. If for some matrix measure, m,
 .i
m l - 1, for e¨ery real l, 14 .  .
 .then 2 is totally oscillatory;
 .ii
 4m A F 0, for e¨ery j g 1, . . . , p , 15 . .j
 .then 2 is totally oscillatory globally in the delays.
 .  .  .Proof. i is an immediate consequence of II and of Theorem 2; ii
then follows directly from the inequality
p
yl r jm l F e m A , .  . j
js1
 .  .which is a consequence of III and IV .
Remark 6. In view of the inequality above, substituting in Remark 5
the spectral upper bound by a matrix measure, one can obtain an analo-
 .gous sufficient condition for system 2 to be totally oscillatory.
 .Remark 7. When m is the matrix measure m , condition 15 , by2
 .   4.property VI , is equivalent to saying that each matrix A j g 1, . . . , pj
is definite negative.
 .The following example shows that at least for the matrix measures
 .m , m , and m , 14 is not a necessary condition of the totally oscillatory1 2 `
 .behavior of system 2 .
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the following one-delay case:
x t s Ax t y r , .  .
where
1y 03
A s .1 1y2 3
1 .Since s A s y , by Theorem 1 we can conclude that this equation3
 .is totally oscillatory. On the other hand, one easily sees that m A s1
1 yl r .  .  .  .m A s m A s . However, in any one-delay case, m l s m e A s` 2 6
yl r  .  .  .e m A , and condition 14 then becomes equivalent to having m A F 0.
 .So the above system is totally oscillatory, but 14 is not fulfilled for any of
the matrix measures m , m , or m .1 ` 2
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 .Analogously to Theorem 2, if r is such that R s r , condition 14m m
 .  .  .implies that m A F 0, and if m A - 0, then m l attains a maximumm m
at some real value t . A characterization of this value t is desirable and
seems to be possible for the matrix measure m .2
 . <  . <In fact, for each real l, there exists a vector u l such that u l s 12
and
1m l u l s A l q A l * u l . .  .  .  .  . .2 2
 .Therefore, by making the inner product of u l and both members of this
equality, we obtain
 :  :2m l s A l u l , u l q A l *u l , u l .  .  .  .  .  .  .2
p p
Uyl r yl rj j :  :s e A u l , u l q e A u l , u l . .  .  .  . j j
js1 js1
Assuming that for every real l,
A l q A l * .  .
m l s s .2  /2
1   .  . .is a simple eigenvalue of A l q A l * , the eigenspace associated with2
 .  .m l has dimension 1, and the corresponding eigenvector u l , having a2
norm equal to 1, can in some way be uniquely determined in a manner
 .  . 1that, by use of the implicit function theorem, both m l and u l are C2
  4.functions. This situation holds, for example, when each A j g 1, . . . , pj
1   .  . .is essentially nonnegative and irreducible, since then A l q A l * is2
also essentially nonnegative and irreducible and, by a Perron]Frobenius
 .theorem, m l is a simple eigenvalue of that matrix with an associated2
positive eigenvector.
 .  .The derivatives of m l and u l are then related as follows:2
p
Uyl r j :2m l s y r e A q A u l , u l .  .  .Ç  .2 j j j
js1
 :q A l q A l * u l , u l .  .  .  . . Ç
 :q A l q A l * u l , u l . .  .  .  . . Ç
 .  .  .:The latter term is 2m l u l , u l , which is equal to zero, sinceÇ2
  .  .:  .  .u l , u l s 1 for every real l. On the other hand, since A l q A l *
is symmetric, we have
 :  :A l q A l * u l , u l s u l , A l q A l * u l .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç Ç
 :s 2m l u l , u l , .  .  .Ç2
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which is also zero, for every real l. Therefore
p
U1 yl r j :m l s y r e A q A u l , u l , .  .  .Ç  .2 j j j2
js1
and the value t will be a solution of
p
Uyl r j :r e A q A u l , u l s 0. 16 .  .  . . j j j
js1
Thus we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 7. Assume that each A , j s 1, . . . , p, is an essentially non-j
 .  .negati¨ e, irreducible matrix, and that m A - 0, if r s R. Let u l2 m m
 <  . < .  .u l s 1 be the positi¨ e eigen¨ector corresponding to m l . Then system2 2
 .  .  .2 is totally oscillatory if m t - 1, for e¨ery solution t of 16 .2
  4.Since in the case where each A j g 1, . . . , p is symmetric, we havej
1 .  .   .  . .  .  .  .m A s s A , A l q A l * s A l and m l s s l , then we2 m m 22
obtain as a particular case the following characterization of the value j
referred to in Remark 2.
COROLLARY 2. Assume that each A , j s 1, . . . , p, is a symmetric, essen-j
 .tially nonnegati¨ e, irreducible matrix, and that s A - 0, if r s R. Letm m
 .  <  . < .  .u l u l s 1 be the positi¨ e eigen¨ector corresponding to s l . Then2
 .  .system 2 is totally oscillatory if and only if s j - 1, for e¨ery solution j of
the equation
p
yl r j :r e A u l , u l s 0. .  . j j
js1
3. NONAUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
 .For the nonautonomous case, that is, for system 1 , by use of the
w xLaplace transform as in 1 , we will obtain a sufficient condition for
oscillations through the comparison with a family of totally oscillatory
autonomous systems. For that purpose, given two n-by-n real matrices, D
and C, we introduce the notation D F C, with the meaning that C y D is
a nonnegative matrix.
 4  .THEOREM 8. Let, for each j g 1, . . . , p , A t be a bounded matrixj
w w¨alued function on 0, q` , and denote by D and C n-by-n real matricesj j
such that
D F A t F C , .j j j
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for e¨ery t G 0. If , for D F B F C , j s 1, . . . , p, each systemj j j
p
x t s B x t y r 17 .  . . j j
js1
 .is totally oscillatory, then 1 is also totally oscillatory.
 .Proof. Assume that 1 is not totally oscillatory. Then it has a solu-
 .   .  ..Ttion x t s x t , . . . , x t such that, for some real value t G R and1 n 0
 4 <  . <  .i g 1, . . . , n , x t ) 0 for every t G t . We may assume x t ) 0 for0 i 0 i0 0
 .every t G t ; otherwise, by making e s sgn x t and considering the0 i i 00 0
 .  .  .functions y t s e x t , i s 1, . . . , n, we should obtain with y t si i i0
  .  ..T  .y t , . . . , y t a solution of 1 whose coordinate function of order i is1 n 0
 .  . <  . <y t s e x t s x t ) 0, for every t G t .i i i i 00 0 0 0
 .The boundedness of the matrix valued functions A t , j s 1, . . . , p,j
 .  w x.implies that x t is a function of finite order see 5 ; more concretely, for
< < n <  . <  v t.some real v and any norm ? in R , we have x t s O e for t G 0.
 .Therefore the Laplace transform of x t ,
q`
yl tX l s e x t dt , .  .H
t0
<  .  . <is well defined for any real l ) v. Moreover, since A t x t y r sj j
 v t.O e for t G 0, and j s 1, . . . , p, we have
p q`
yl tX l s e A t x t y r dt , .  .  . H j j
t0js1
for every real l ) v.
For j s 1, . . . , p, and every real l ) v, each one of the n components
of the vector
q`
yl te A t x t y r dt .  .H j j
t0
is a sum of n terms like
q`
yl ta t e x t y r dt , .  .H i j
t0
 .  .where i s 1, . . . , n and a t denotes an entry of the matrix function A t .j
yl t  .Since e x t y r ) 0, for every t G t , by an extension of the first meani j 0
 w x.value theorem see, for example, 9, Chap. I, Sec. 10 we have for any
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w xinteger N ) t and some j g t , N ,0 N 0
q` Nyl t yl ta t e x t y r dt s lim a t e x t y r dt .  . .  .H Hi j i j
Nªq`t t0 0
N yl ts lim a j e x t y r dt. .  .HN i j
Nªq` t0
q` yl t  .The convergence of the integral H e x t y r dt, and consequently oft i j0N yl t  .the sequence H e x t y r dt, implies the existence of a real number bt i j0
such that
q` q`
yl t yl ta t e x t y r dt s b e x t y r dt. .  .  .H Hi j i j
t t0 0
Thus there exist n-by-n real matrices B such that D F B F C , j sj j j j
1, . . . , p, and
p q`
yl tX l s B e x t y r dt. .  . Hj j
t0js1
Therefore, through a change of variable, we obtain
p q`
yl tqr .jX l s B e x t dt .  . Hj
t yr0 jjs1
p
t0yl r yl tjs B l X l q B e e x t dt , .  .  . Hj
t yr0 jjs1
 . p yl r j  .  .where B l s  B e ; that is, with D l s I y B l , we havejs1 j
p
t0yl r yl tjD l X l s B e e x t dt , .  .  . Hj
t yr0 jjs1
 .  .for every real l ) v. But since, by 10 , detD l ) 0, for every real l,
then
p
t0y1 yl r yl tjX l s D l B e e x t dt . 18 .  .  .  . Hj /t yr0 jjs1
Take
1y1
D l s Adj D l . 19 .  .  .
det D l .
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 .  .Noticing that detD l is a positive exponential polynomial of type 6 , one
 .has necessarily detD l ª q`, as l ª y`, which implies the existence
 .of some t F 0 such that 1rdetD l F 1, for every l F t . As each term of
 .  .the adjugate matrix, Adj D l , of D l , is also an exponential polynomial
 .of type 6 , we can assert the existence of a real v ) 0 such that, for1
example,
5 5 yl v 1 x xAdjD l s O e l g y `, 0 . .  .  .`
There exists also a real v ) 0 such that2
p
t0yl r yl t ylvj 2 x xB e e x t dt s O e l g y `, 0 . .  .  . Hj
t yr0 jjs1
 .  .Thus the right-hand term of 18 defines an analytic function, f l , over
 . x wall of the real line, which equals X l at least in v, q` and such that,
lv 0  . x xfor v s v q v , e f l is bounded on y `, t .0 1 2
 .Now we shall consider the behavior of f l , as l ª y`. For thati0
 .purpose we observe that considering the Laplace transform, X l , of thei0
 .component function x t , and the corresponding abcissa of convergence,i0
 . x wy` F g F v, X l is also analytic in g , q` , and so if g - v, onei i i i0 0 0 0
 .  .has, by the identity principle of analytic functions, X l s f l fori i0 0x wevery l g g , q` . On the other hand, if g is a real number, thei i0 0
 .analyticity of f l on the real line implies the existence of a l ) g such1 i0
that the series
` k .X l .i 1 k0f l s l y l .  .i 10 k!ks1
 .converges on some interval containing g , and so X l becomes analytici i0 0
 .around g . However, the positivity of x t implies that g is a boundaryi i i0 0 0
 .  w x.singular point of X l see 9, Chap. II, Sec. 5 , and then a contradictioni0
 .is obtained. Thus g s y`, and consequently X l is defined for all ofi i0 0
 .  .  .the real line and X l s f l , for every real l. But as x t ) 0 oni i i0 0 0w w  4t , q` , we have for any T ) max t , v and every l F 0,0 0 0
`
lv lv lv yl t0 0 0e X l s e f l s e e x t dt .  .  .Hi i i0 0 0
t0
`
lv yl t0G e e x t dt .H i0
T
`
lv yT .0G e x t dt .H i0
T
T
lv yT .0s e X 0 y x t dt . .  .Hi i0 0 /t0
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lv 0  .Hence, e f l ª q`, as l ª y`, and a contradiction is obtained.i0
This achieves the proof of the theorem.
 .The results of the preceding section applied to systems 17 enable us to
formulate, in combination with the theorem, some sufficient conditions
 .which guarantee that 1 is totally oscillatory, either globally in the delays
or for a specific family of delays. This is illustrated through the following
example.
EXAMPLE 4. For
1
y1 1y y1A t s and A t s , .  .t q 11 2 yty1 y2 e y 1
1 y3
consider the two-delays system
x t s A t x t y r q A t x t y r , .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
3with r - r - r . With respect to the theorem, we have1 2 12
y1 y1 0 y1D s , C s ,1 11 y3 1 y3
y1 1 y1 1D s , C s ,2 2y1 y3 y1 y1
and for y1 F b F 0, y3 F b F y1,1 2
b y1 y1 11B s , and B s ,1 2 y1 b21 y3
it is
yl r1 yl r2 yl r1 yl r2 < yl r2 yl r1 <m l s m e B q e B s b e y e q e y e . .  .` ` 1 2 1
 .  .  . yl r1When l F 0, we have m l - 0, and for l ) 0, m l s 1 q b e y` ` 1
yl r2  .2 e attains a maximum at some value l ) 0 such that m l s0 ` 0
yl 0 r2 .  .2 e r rr y 1 - 2 r rr y 1 F 1. Then Theorem 8 combined with2 1 2 1
Theorem 6 enables us to conclude that the system above is totally
oscillatory.
For essentially nonnegative matrices, we obtain the following special
case of Theorem 8.
 4  .THEOREM 9. Let, for each j g 1, . . . , p , A t be a bounded essentiallyj
w wnonnegati¨ e matrix ¨alued function on 0, q` and denote by D and Cj j
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n-by-n real essentially nonnegati¨ e matrices such that
D F A t F C , .j j j
for e¨ery t G 0. If the system
p
x t s C x t y r 20 .  . . j j
js1
 .is totally oscillatory, then 1 is also totally oscillatory.
Proof. Notice first that since each matrix C , j s 1, . . . , p, is essentiallyj
 .nonnegative, then by Theorem 2 system 20 is totally oscillatory if and
only if with
p
yl r jC l s e C , .  j
js1
  ..one has s C l - 1, for every real l. Taking matrices B such thatj
D F B F C , j s 1, . . . , p, as they are also essentially nonnegative, wej j j
 .have in the same way that each system 17 is totally oscillatory if and only
if
s B l - 1, . .
for every real l and each matrix function
p
yl r jB l s e B . .  j
js1
 .  .But as, for every real l, both B l and C l are essentially nonnegative
 .  .   ..   ..and B l F C l , then one has s B l F s C l . Hence the theorem
follows.
 4COROLLARY 3. In the conditions of Theorem 9, if for j g 1, . . . , p ,
 .s C F 0 and the matrices C are either symmetric or mutually commutati¨ e,j j
 .then 1 is totally oscillatory globally in the delays.
Proof. This an immediate consequence of Theorem 9 and Theorem 4.
A particular case of this situation occurs for a scalar equation,
p
x t s a t x t y r , 21 .  .  . . j j
js1
 . w wwhere, for j s 1, . . . , p, a t are real continuous functions on 0, q` . Thej
following theorem is a version for this case of Theorem 9 and Corollary 3.
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 4  .THEOREM 10. Let, for each j g 1, . . . , p , a t be a bounded functionj
w won 0, q` and denote by d and c real numbers such thatj j
d F a t F c , .j j j
for e¨ery t G 0.
 .i If the equation
p
x t s c x t y r 22 .  . . j j
js1
 .is totally oscillatory, then 21 is also totally oscillatory.
 .  4  .ii If c F 0 for each j g 1, . . . , p , then 21 is totally oscillatoryj
globally in the delays.
As an immediate consequence of this theorem, we obtain the following
corollary.
 4  .COROLLARY 4. Let, for each j g 1, . . . , p , the functions a t increasej
to some real ¨alue, a , as t ª q`.j
 .i If the equation
p
x t s a x t y r .  . j j
js1
 .is totally oscillatory, then 21 is also totally oscillatory.
 .  4  .ii If a F 0 for each j g 1, . . . , p , then 21 is totally oscillatoryj
globally in the delays.
We describe in the following theorem a different result of the same kind
 .of this corollary, for the special case in which all of the delays in 21 are
commensurable, that is, there exists a b ) 0 and positive integers, n , suchj
that r s n b , for each j s 1, . . . , p. The totally oscillatory behavior ofj j
 .Eq. 21 under these circumstances and for the discretized case is studied
w xin 4, Chap. 7 .
THEOREM 11. If , for each j s 1, . . . , p, there exist the limits
lim a t s a , .j j
tªq`
 4and with N s max n , . . . , n all of the roots of the polynomial1 p
p
N Nyn jP z s z y a z .  j
js1
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 .are real, negati¨ e, and simple, then the corresponding equation 21 is totally
oscillatory.
 .  .Proof. Making b t s a b t , j s 1, . . . , p, one easily sees that Eq.j j
 .21 becomes equivalent to
p
u t s b t u t y n . .  .  . j j
js1
This equation can be rewritten as
N
u t s q t u t y m , .  .  . m
ms1
 .  4where q t is identically zero whenever m f n : j s 1, . . . , p , andm j
 .  .  .q t s b t if m s n , for some j s 1, . . . , p. Therefore, with p t sm j j Nym
 .yq t q N , for m s 1, . . . , N, and every t G 0, we havem
N
u t q n q p t u t q N y m s 0. 23 .  .  .  . Nym
ms1
 .Assuming that Eq. 21 has a nonoscillatory solution, the same holds for
 .  . <  . <23 . Denoting by u t such a solution, we have u t ) 0, for t sufficiently
large. In particular, for k g N,
u k q n q p k u k q N y 1 q ??? qp k u k s 0. .  .  .  .  .Ny1 0
 .For every m s 1, . . . , N, one has, as k ª q`, p k converging to somei
real value p , andi
N
N NymP z s z q p z . .  Nym
ms1
 .Since all of the roots of P z are real simple and negative, they can be
denoted by l , . . . , l , in such a manner that1 N
0 ) l ) ??? ) l .N 1
 w x.Then we are in the conditions of the Poincare's Theorem see 7 , whichÂ
enables us to state that there is a limit
u k q 1 .
lim s liu kkªq`  .
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 4for some i g 1, . . . , N . As this limit is then necessarily large or equal to
 .zero, we conclude that P z has a real nonnegative root, which is contra-
dictory. This completes the proof.
Remark 8. Notice that in Theorem 11, the totally oscillatory behavior
of the equation
p
x t s a x t y r , 24 .  . . j j
js1
is implicitly required. In fact, from
p p
lb lb N lb Nyn . lb N yl rj jP e s e y a e s e 1 y a e , .  j j /
js1 js1
 .since P z has no real positive root, then
p
yl r j1 y a e / 0, j /
js1
for every real l.
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